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Galactic Teaching:
Genomics Virtual Lab Workshops
http://vlsci.org.au
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Background:
The Australian government has funded the development of a Genomics Virtual Laboratory (GVL): a set of analysis & visualisation platforms (currently
Galaxy and UCSC genome browser) implemented on the Australian Research Cloud infrastructure (http://www.nectar.org.au/research-cloud), and
community resources for best practice genomics, including protocols, workflows and tutorials for common genomics tasks. Resources for specific tasks
(e.g. RNAseq-based differential gene expression) generally include: (i) a best-practice Galaxy workflow implementation; (ii) a document with background
on the method; and most importantly (iii) a step-by-step tutorial that can be followed to learn how to use the workflow with real data, and may include
tool suggestions and comparisons. These resources are an ideal platform for teaching real world bioinformatics analysis methods to users. An allocation
exists for running workshops based on these resources on the Australian Research Cloud. See genome.edu.au for details.

Infrastructure available for
workshops/tutorials
• The NeCTAR Australian Research Cloud, which
consists of configurable virtual computer resources
available to the Australian Research Community.
• The Genomics Virtual Lab, which is an on-demand
computer image with pre-installation of:
• Bioinformatics software
• Reference data sets and pre-computed indices
• Web based interface using Galaxy
• Command line available for power users
• Easy to start up and get going

GVL Launcher

Using the GVL to teach Bioinformatics
• The steps involved in setting up and running a
teaching session are:
• Launch a GVL machine with Galaxy server
• Distribute the learning materials and server
address
• Tutorials are layered documents that contain step
by step instructions, background on analysis
methods and screenshots
• Sample datasets are included in each tutorial.
• There are tutorials and other learning materials
available for the GVL on:
• RNA-Seq and Digital Gene Expression
analyses
• Variant calling from NGS data
• Genome assembly
• And others

Availability

Figure 1: GVL launcher to a GVL customised Galaxy server in minutes

Tutorial Document

• The NeCTAR Australian Research Cloud can be
accessed via www.nectar.org.au
• The Genomics Virtual Lab launcher, tutorials and
protocols are available at www.genome.edu.au
• Most of the tools for the pipelines are currently
available in the Galaxy main toolshed and the rest
will become available in the near future.
Figure 2: The different sections of a typical Genomics Virtual Lab tutorial document
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